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1 Introduction 

In the recent past, some powerful techniques have been 
developed, using 2, optimization, for the design of con- 
trol systems. Most of these techniques involve the construc- 
tion of a generalized plant in which two types of inputs and 
two types of outputs are distinguished. Exogenous distur- 
bances and controls act as input signals and to be controlled 
variables and measurements are displayed as output signals. 
The X, control problem then amounts to synthesizing a 
mapping (the controller) from the measurements to the con- 
trols so as to achieve a closed-loop system which is inter- 
nally stable and which has minimal X ,  (or %2 induced) 
norm. Important control design problems can be formalized 
in this setting and a vast amount of literature is dedicated to 
efficient algorithms for the synthesis of Xm optimal con- 
trollers. 

Nevertheless, in many practical situations the distinction 
between input and output signals in the standard formula- 
tion of the %, control problem imposes severe limits to the 
designer. Indeed, in the design of control systems it may not 
always be clear which variables qualify as exogenous distur- 
bances. Similarly, the choice of actuators and sensors may 
be at an undecided stage in the control design process. 

In this paper we dissociate from the standard formula- 
tion of the 3, control problem in that we do not distin- 
guish between controls, measurements, exogenous inputs 
and to-be-controlled output variables. Instead, we adhere to 
an entirely symmetrical treatment of system variables. We 
introduce the notion of interconnection variables to formal- 
ize the link between plant and controller and we consider 
exogenous signals which constitute the interaction between 
the controlled system and its environment. The controlled 
system is naturally defined as the system that satisfies the 

laws imposed by both plant and controller. General control 
objectives will be formalized in terms of two dual set in- 
clusions, reflecting minimal and maximal requirements of 
the controlled system behavior. Roughly speaking, the min- 
imal requirement guarantees the controlled system behavior 
to be “rich enough” so as to prevent from imposing undue 
constraints on, e.g., disturbance signals. The maximal re- 
quirement reflects quantitative performance constraints. We 
will specialize this setting to the Xm control objective and 
provide a complete solution to the general 2, control prob- 
lem in terms of J-spectral factorizations. 

The main contribution of this paper lies in the formu- 
lation of the X ,  control problem in a setting where it is 
not required to display input and output components. In 
addition, we provide a complete solution to this problem 
by linking our approach to existing J-spectral factorization 
techniques as developed in, e.g., [5,6,9, 101. 

We believe that this behavioral approach to the 3, con- 
trol problem has not only conceptual advantages but is also 
of great practical relevance. To mention a few issues 

0 Plant and controller are no longer viewed as proper 
transfer functions but instead as sets of laws which de- 
fine interrelationships among system variables, Apart 
from pragmatic advantages, this enables the use of 
non-proper “weighting filters” which are often desired 
in Xm control designs where frequency response shap- 
ing is a necessary. 

Optimal achievable 2, performance of the controlled 
system turns out to be, in some well defined sense, 
independent of a choice of control and measurement 
variables: Partitioning the interconnection variables in 
measurement and control components is not required 
prior to the synthesis of 3, controllers but may take 
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place a posteriori, after the controller has been de- 
signed. In any such partitioning the respective num- 
bers of measurement and control components turn out 
to be fixed. Costs of suitable sensor and actuator com- 
binations can therefore be taken into account without 
compromising performance. 

This work is a continuation of earlier work on control in 
a behavioral context [13,16,18], and papers on 2 2 ,  2, 
and optimal control in this formalism [2,3,8-12,17,20]. 
Here, we propose a different behavioral perspective to the 
H ,  control problem. In [9, IO]  similar techniques are used 
to solve the general X, optimal control problem in a be- 
havioral setting, but in these works the input-output parti- 
tioning of signals is still assumed, This paper is a condensed 
version of [2 11. 

2 A motivating example 

As a motivating example, consider the controller design 
for an active suspension of a transport vehicle [7]. The sys- 

Figure 1: Model for active suspension 

tem is depicted in Figure 1 and modeled by the equations 

where F (resp. - F )  is a force acting on the chassis mass 
m2 (the axle mass m i ) .  The controller Cc is a device that 
constrains the interconnection variables 

with q2  - q1 the distance between chassis and axle, and q 2  
the acceleration of the chassis mass m2. Let 

Wext := s (40,429 q 2  - 41941 - 40, F)' 

denote the external variables of the system where S = 
diag(S1, . . . , Ss) is a scaling matrix reflecting performance 
requirements. Based on physical considerations it seems 
natural to assume that tuext admits a partitioning tuext = (4) 
where d = qo qualifies as exogenous disturbance and the 
last four components z of tuint as to be controlled output 

variables. The 2, control problem then amounts to syn- 
thesizing C, so as to achieve a stable interconnected system 
in which 

11z112 < ~ l l d l l 2 ,  forall d E J 2  

where y 2 0 is to be chosen as small as possible. 
The standard formulation of this problem amounts to 

modeling the controller EC as an operator mapping selected 
components of the interconnection variables wint (called 
measurements) to its complementary components (called 
the controls). However, for this example, such a partitioning 
of w i n t  is neither unique, nor obvious. Indeed, the force F 
may be generated by an electrical actuator, which makes F 
a control input to the plant. Alternatively, for an hydraulic 
actuator 92  - -q1 is a more appropriate choice of control input 
for the plant. The interconnection variables q 2  and q2  - q1 
are quantities which are relatively easy to measure and thus 
qualify as measurements. However, the accelaration q2  is 
also a feasible control input of the plant. The standard R, 
problem can therefore be formulated in terms of a controller 
which defines either one of the mappings 

Two obvious questions therefore arise. Does a particular 
partitioning of the interconnection variables in controller 
inputs and outputs influence the achievable performance y 
and, secondly, is such a partition necessary to synthesize 
2, optimal controllers? 

It will be shown in this paper that once the interconnec- 
tion variables have been decided upon, the optimal achiev- 
able Xm norm is independent of a partitioning of Wint in 
controls and measurements. Only the number of actuators 
and sensors is fixed. 

3 System interconnections 

Throughout this paper we consider dynamical systems 
C = ( T ,  W ,  8) with discrete time set T = Z, finite dimen- 
sional real valued signal spaces W = Rq, q > 0, and be- 
haviors 8 which are linear shift-invariant and closed (in the 
topology of pointwise convergence) subsets of W T .  This 
class of systems has been a main topic of investigation in 
the behavioral theory of linear systems (see, e.g., [ 151). We 
will denote this class by ILq or IL if the dimension of the 
signal space is clear from the context. 

Let C1 and E2 be two dynamical systems with the same 
time set. Suppose that their signal spaces are Cartesian 
products which have a common non-empty factor Wint, 
called the interconnection space. 

Definition 3.1 The interconnection of C j = ( T ,  Wj x 
Wint, Bj) ,  j = 1,2, is the system 

CI n C2 := ( T ,  W1 x W2 x Wint, 531 n 532) 
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where 

8 1 n = % : = { ( w 1 , ~ 2 , ~ m t )  I ( w j , ~ n t )  E B, ,  j = 1 , 2 ) .  

Slgnals Wlnt are called the interconnection variables. 

Note that 8 1  n 8 2  = 8 1  n B2 whenever WI and W2 
are void. If we view the interconnection variables Wint as 
endogenous variables then C 1 fl C2 induces the system C1 A 

C2 = ( T ,  W1 x W2,Bl  A $32) with 

8 1  A 3 2  := {(wi ,  w2) 1 3 W m t  S.t. ( W I ,  W 2 ,  Wmt) E 81 n 82). 

It is easily seen that X I  E ILql +q1nl, E2 E ILq2+qlnl implies 
that C1 n C2 and CI A C2 belong to IL. 

4 Control objectives 

Let C1 E ILq1+41nt be a given system and suppose that 
C2 E ILqz+ql"t is a dynamical system that needs to be syn- 
thesized so as to achieve a certain objective for the intercon- 
nected systems C1 n C2 and Cl A C2. Following standard 
terminology, we refer to C1 as the plant and to C2 as the 
controller. The interconnections Cl n C2 and CI A C2 are 
called controlled systems. 

A control objective is specified in terms of a minimal and 
a maximal requirement on the behavior of the controlled 
system. Formally, 

Definition 4.1 A control objective is a quadruple 

0 = (Rmin, gmin, Amax,  4") 

of subsets of (Rq)T. A controller C2 is said to achieve the 
control objective 0 for the plant C1 if the behavior B of 
C1 A C2 satisfies the two inclusions 

&in C B + R m i n  

8 n R m a x  C &ax- 

(4.la) 
(4.1 b) 

In words, (4.1) states that a suitable extension Rmin of the 
controlled system behavior contains at least the trajectories 
specified by 8m,n  and, dually, a suitable restriction R m a  of 
the controlled system behavior satisfies the constraints de- 
fined by &,,. Various control objectives can be formulated 
this way. See, e.g., [ 111 or [21] for more motivation of this 
definition. 

The 34, control problem 
In view of Definition 4.1 the X, control problem is for- 

malized in this setting as follows. Let Q = QT be a real 
symmetric full rank indefinite matrix of dimension q x q.  
Let 

Q = Q + - Q -  

where Q+ 2 0 and Q- 2 0 are such that q+ := rank(Q+) 
and q- := rank(Q-) satisfy q+ + q- = q.  Let l: denote 

the space of square summable functions w : Z + Rq which 
vanish for t i 0. The 34, control objective 0, is then 
defined by the quadruple 

Rmin := Q - 5  + (4.2a) 

8" := l; (4.2b) 

R m a  := C2 + ( 4 . 2 ~ )  

(4.2d) 
8" := {W E l$ I 3~ > 0 s.t. (U, Q w )  2 E ( W ,  w)} 

where (., .) denotes the standard inner-product in 12. 

Definition 4.2 (The 34, control problem) For a given 
plant Cp E Lq+qlnt the 3, control problem amounts to 
finding a controller C ,  E which achieves the control 
objective 0, for the plant Cp. 

Hence, relevant signals to specify the 3, control ob- 
jective consist of the Hilbert space of square summable tra- 
jectories with left bounded support. This Hilbert space is 
equipped with an indefinite inner product (., .) Q defined, for 
W I ,  w2 E t 2 ,  by ( W I ,  w 2 ) ~  := (w2, Qwl)  to specify per- 
formance objectives. In the theory of indefinite inner prod- 
uct spaces [l] a subspace of l: that is contained in 8max 
is called stricly positive. The 34, control problem there- 
fore amounts to achieving a controlled system behavior 23 
whose l ;  trajectories constitute a strictly positive subset of 
t: and which is rich enough in the sense that it includes all 
C: trajectories in B + 2". 
Comparison to the standard 34, problem 

In the standard input-output formulation the external sig- 
nals are partitioned in exogenous inputs d and to be con- 
trolled outputs z. Likewise, the interconnection variables 
are partitioned in measurements y and controls U. The (sub- 
optimal) 3, control problem then amounts to finding a 
proper transfer function mapping y to U such that the closed- 
loop system is stable and for some E > 0 

for all d E t?:. The constant y > 0 is then an upperbound of 
the 34, norm of the closed-loop system. Our formulation 
of the 34, control problem differs in various aspects from 
this standard input-output formulation: 

1. In our setting all signals are treated in a symmetrical 
way. This implies that causality and properness con- 
straints are not imposed either on the plant or the con- 
troller. Both the controller and the plant are modeled as 
a set of (behavioral) equations and the controlled sys- 
tem is naturally defined as the solution set of both sets 
of equations. 

2. Equation (4.lb) obviously corresponds to the above 
expression with Q = diag(y2Z, -Z). In the absence 
of input-output partitionings we allow for general full 
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rank indefinite matrices Q to specify performance of 
the controlled system. In contrast to the standard 
3t', control problem, the question of existence of con- 
trollers is therefore not necessarily a one-parameter 
search problem in y . 

3. Internal stability of the controlled system is not formal- 
ized as an input-output concept in our setting. How- 
ever, the constraints (4.1) on the l~ trajectories of 
the controlled system actually imply stability in some 
well-defined input-output sense [21]. 

5 Solution of the 3t', control problem 

The idea of the solution of the 3, control problem will 
be to first characterize l 2  behaviors of systems and then to 
reduce the problem to an equivalent and simpler one. 

We identify an element w E l z  with its restriction 
wl[o,,) E l2(Z+, Rq) and naturally embed &(Z+, Rq) in 
the Hilbert space l2(Z, I@). The z-transform of w E l 2  
is given by G(z) := Et=-, ~ ( t ) z - ~ .  Let L, and Lz be 
the (normed) spaces of complex valued functions that are 
bounded and square integrable on the unit circle. Let 2 2  be 
those elements of 632 which have bounded analytic continu- 
ation outside the unit circle. The Hardy spaces 3t'& and 2; 
consist of those elements of L, which have bounded ana- 
lytic continuation in IzI > l and IzI < l ,  respectively. The 
prefixes R and U will be used to denote rational elements 
and units, respectively. 

The l2-behavior of a system C = ( T ,  IF, 8) E I L Y  is 
defined as 8 n li, This set can be characterized as an l z -  
system in the sense that 8 n l z  can be represented in either 
kernel or image form. 

cy) 

Theorem 5.1 ([19]) Let C = ( T ,  Rq, 8) E ILq. Then there 
exist 0 E R3t'G and \Ir E 3x2 such that 

B ne; = 8 k e r ( @ )  := {w E I = O }  (5.la) 

= Sj,(q) := {W E lt I li, E ~ X Z }  (5.lb) 

Here, 0 and \I, are viewed as multiplicative operators acting 
on 3t'2. 

The R, control objective 0, is characterized in terms 
of these representations as follows. 

Theorem 5.2 Let C = ( T ,  IWY ,8) belong to ILq and let 
0 E RX; and q E 33t'& be full rank representations 
ofits C2-behavior in the sense of (5.1). Then the following 
statements are equivalent 

&in _C 8 + R m i n  and 8 n Rmax C &ax. 

0Q- '@- < 0 on the unitcircle, OQ+Xz C 0 Q - 3 2  
andrank0Q- = rank Q-. 

W Q q  > 0 on the unit circle, ker Q + q  _C ker Q - q  
and rank Q + q  = rank Q+. 

By Theorem 5.1, the l z  behavior of the plant C, E 
ILqt4in[ admits a kernel representation &er(@,) where 
0 P E 3 3 t ' ~ p X ( q + y i n t )  is partitioned as 

with Oext and 0 i n t  of dimension p x q and p x qint,  respec- 
tively. Without loss of generality we will assume that 0, 
has full row rank as a rational matrix. Likewise, the l 2  be- 
havior of Cc can be represented in kernel form as Bker(@c) 
where 0, E 33;. The full l z  behavior of the plant- 
controller interconnection is then represented by 

In this setting, the 3f& control problem thus amounts to 
synthesizing 0, so as to achieve (4.1). We make the follow- 
ing technical assumption. 

Assumption 5.3 Oext and Oint have, respectively, full row 
and full column rank on the unit circle z E C, Iz I = 1. 

Let Jp,Y := diag(Zp, -Iq) and introduce the numbers 
p +  = p - q- and r- = qint - p + .  The following result 
gives two equivalent necessary conditions for the solvability 
of the 3, control problem. 

Theorem 5.4 There exists a controller C, E IL4int which 
achieves 0, for Bker(0ext  @int) onlyif Bker(0ext) E 8max. 

Furthermore, if Assumption 5.3 holds then Bker(@ext) 5 
&,,, if and only if there exists W E U3t'&p"p such that 

@extQ-l@Lt = WJp+,+ W- ,  (5.3a) 
@kxtQ+32 S. @kxtQ-3t'2, (5.3b) 
rank(@',,Q-) = q-. (5.3c) 

A solution W E U3f& of (5.3a) is called a (antistable) 
J-spectral factor of OeXt. We remark that the matrix OLxt 
in Theorem 5.4 has the interesting property that 8 := 

satisfies both the inclusions (4.1). Hence, the l z  
behavior associated with 0LXt meets the 2, control objec- 
tive. The existence of J-spectral factors W satisfying (5.3) 
reduces the 3t', control problem to an equivalent and sim- 
pler problem as follows. Define Q' = Jp+,Y- = Qk - Q!- 
where Q'+ = (A !) has rank p +  and QL = (! y )  has rank 
q-. Define the control objective 0k by the quadruple 

Akin := QLl+ 2 

8Lin := l ;  

:= l ;  

8Lax := {w E ll I 36 > 0 s.t. (w, Q'w) 2 ~ ( w ,  w)}. 

Theorem 5.5 Let Bker(0ext @in() be the l 2  behavior of C p  
and suppose that there exists an antistable J-spectral fac- 
tor W such that the conditions (5.3) hold. Define C; := 
( T ,  IWP+41nt, 8;) with 

8; = Bker ( I  O ~ ~ J  , := W-'Oj,t 
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and let C, E ILqinr be an arbitrary controller. Then the fol- 
lowing statements are equivalent 

I. C, achieves the 2, control objective 0, for the plant 
CP 

Ch. 
2. C ,  achieves the 3, control objective 06, for theplant 

Now consider E;. We will be interested in representing 
the external trajectories that are compatible with the l 2  be- 
havior of CL. That is, consider the set 

Bext  := {wext E ll I 3 w m t  s.t. (wext, wlnt) E BkI. 

This set actually defines an l 2  system in the sense that there 
exists Cext E ILq such that Bex t  is the l 2  behavior of Cext. 

In fact, if = Q-' \Yext is a left coprime factorization of 
@int over %& then we have that 

Bex t  = %m('I'ext), 

i.e., the external l 2  trajectories of CL admit an image rep- 
resentation of the form (5.lb). By Theorem 5.1, the 1 2  be- 
havior of any controller C, E ILqmt also admits an image 
representation of this form, i.e., for all C, E ILqlnt there ex- 
ists 9, E $!%& such that 

B~ n tl= ~ ~ ~ ( 9 , ) .  
It is then easily seen that the interconnection 

23 := 3; A 3, = Blm(\Vextwc). 

Given 'Pext, the problem to find 9, E A%& such that 23 
satisfies (4.1) is now solved as follows. 

Theorem 5.6 Suppose that Assumption 5.3 holds and as- 
sume that Bker(Ocxt) s &,=. Then there exists a controller 
C, E ILq1.t which achieves the 2, control objective O k  
for the plant Ch if and only if there exists V E U%$ such 
that 

Q G t Q ' q e x t  = V" Jp+.i-- V (5.4a) 
ker Q; qIxt C ker QL qLxr, (5.4b) 

(5.4c) rank Q\9Lxr = rank Q: 

T where 9,&, = \yextV-' (Zp+ 0) . Moreover, in that case 
all controllers achieving the X, control objective 0k for 
E' are given by 8, = BIm(q,) where P 

9, = v-' (;) , U E me;, llUllc0 < 1. (5.5) 

The following main theorem is now obtained from the fore- 
going results. 

Theorem 5.7 Suppose Assumption 5.3 holds. There exists 
a controller C, E ILqlnr which achieves the X, control ob- 
jective 0, for C, E ILq+Yjnt if and only if there exists J 
spectral factors W E U%; and V E U%& such that (5.3) 
and (5.4) hold. Moreover, in that case all such controllers 
are given by 3, = B j m ( 9 c )  with WC satisfying (5.5). 

Proof: Necessity follows from Theorem 5.4, Theo- 
rem 5.5 and Theorem 5.6. To see sufficiency, let W ,  V sat- 
isfy (5.3) and (5.4), respectively. Infer from Theorem 5.6 
the existence of a controller C, that achieves 0k for E;. 
The result then follows from Theorem 5.5. 

Remark 5.8 The relation between the existence of J -  
spectral factors W and V satisfying (5.3), (5.4) and solu- 
tions to algebraic Riccati equations is well known [5 ,9 ]  and 
can be exploited to obtain a fast numerical implementation 
of the controller synthesis process. 

Remark 5.9 p+ allows an interpretation as the dimension 
of the measurement space in RYlnL. Likewise, r- can be in- 
terpreted as the dimension of the vector of controls. The 
numbers p +  and r- are determined by Q and C, only. Two 
important conclusions can be derived from this. Firstly, for 
any controller achieving 0, for C, the number of sensors 
and actuators is given by p+ and r - ,  respectively. Stated 
otherwise, any input-output representation of the controller 
will have p+ inputs and r- outputs. These representations 
are not unique, though. Some of them will be proper, oth- 
ers not. (See [15]). Secondly, all controllers (5.5) have the 
property that none of the interconnection variables remains 
free. 

Remark5.10 The controllers in (5.5) are represented in 
image form. Equivalent kernel representations of these con- 
trollers are obtained by means of a simple conversion which 
we will not discuss here. 

Remark5.11 The theory developed here allows for a 
straightforward generalization to continuous time dynami- 
cal systems. More details on this generalization are given in 
WI. 

6 An active suspension controller 

In this section we reconsider the example of Section 2.  
For an application of the design of an active suspension 
3fm controller for a tractor-semitrailer the physical para- 
meters and a feasible set of scaling parameters (reflecting 
road, passenger comfort and noise characteristics) are given 
in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1: Physical parameters 

mi [kgl m2 [kg] kl [N/m] k2 [N/m] b2 Ns/m 
1.5 io3 1.0 io4 5.0 io6 5.0 105 5.0 104 

Applying (a continuous time version of) the method de- 
veloped in the previous section with 

Q = (':I -4) 
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yields that the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theo- 
rem 5.7 are satisfied for y 2 yopt = 0.1284. This means 
that there exist controllers C, E ILqlnt which achieve 0, as 
defined in (4.2) for this plant with wint as been defined in 
(2.1). The plant transfer function turns out to be non-proper 
if q 2  - q1 is taken as control variable. This implies that an 
H ,  controller (2 .2~)  can not be calculated with the meth- 
ods solving the standard X, control problem as advocated 
in, e.g., [4]. The controllers we obtain admit various input- 
output representations. Some of these define proper transfer 
functions, others not. In particular, there exist input-output 
representations of the form (2.2a) and (2.2b) in which the 
corresponding controller is proper. A representation of the 
form (2 .2~)  gives rise to a non-proper representation of the 
control system. See [7,14] for more details on this control 
problem. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper the general Xm control problem has been 
formalized in a behavioral setting and it is shown that Xm 
optimal controllers can be synthesized using J-spectral fac- 
torizations. The idea to view control as restricting the in- 
terconnection variables of a system turns out to be a useful 
starting point for the formulation and solution of an X, 
control problem, which departs from the prevailing input- 
output formalization of this problem. The results of this pa- 
per provide a conceptual advantage in that no assumptions 
are made on input-output decompositions of variables or on 
the causality structure of plant and controller. 
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